tal amplitude at the new synapse added after LTP be determined by the initial probability of release (p1) at the original synapse [due to the constraint that q2 = (1 -p1)].
Because the initial probability of release can vary greatly at different synapses, the model must postulate an unprecedented and unknown mechanism which couples postsynaptic properties at the new synapse to presynaptic properties at the old synapse. Second, and more important, the model predicts significant changes in the shape of the EPSC amplitude histogram following LTP, which we do not observe experimentally ( Fig. 1) (1) . The predicted change in shape of the EPSC histogram is a result of the following: Before LTP, successes of transmission only result from release at the original synapse (whose quantal amplitude = a). After induction of LTP, there are now two release sites, the original site (whose quantal amplitude = a) and the new site (whose quantal amplitude = q2 X a). Successes of transmission after LTP can now fall into one of three categories: Those due to release from the new synapse alone (EPSC amplitude = q2 X a), those due to release from the original synapse alone (EPSC amplitude = a), and those due to release from both synapses simultaneously (EPSC amplitude = a + q2 X a). The contribution of the three classes of successful events to the EPSC amplitude histogram leads to the appearance of new peaks or to a broadening and shifting in the position of the two original peaks (whether or not new distinct peaks can be detected depends on the standard deviation of the various peaks).
As we do not observe changes in the shape of the EPSC amplitude histogram following LTP, we thus stand by our original conclusion. Under our experimental conditions, LTP (1) . Every study published to date has calculated exposure ages using temporally averaged production rates commonly acknowledging but then disregarding variations in production rates caused by a variable geomagnetic field.
In order to improve the accuracy of exposure age estimates, we have recently developed a model which allows cosmogenic exposure ages to be calibrated for changing geomagnetic field strength (2). The model incorporates published paleomagnetic field strength records (3), field strength/rigidity relationships (4), and accepted altitude/latitude corrections (5) excluding the contribution of muons to 26A1 and "0Be production (6) . In calibrating, we assume that the current geographic latitude of a site represents its average geomagnetic latitude over the duration of cosmic-ray exposure. The model indicates that production rate response to changing field strength is a nonlinear function of altitude, latitude, and exposure duration. Geomagnetically modulated production rate changes and age inaccuracies are greatest at high altitudes and low latitudes.
Applying our model to existing data reconciles three apparently disparate production rate estimates for 26Al and '0Be (4, 7) , generally increases calculated exposure ages, and appears to confirm recently published data suggesting that a glacial advance in the Rocky Mountains may have occurred during Younger Dryas time (8) . To demonstrate how the model changes exposure ages, we have recalculated recently published ages (1) for alluvial fan boulders (9) .
Our model and relevant documentation are publicly available (10) and will be updated in the near future to include additional nuclides and paleomagnetic intensity records.
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